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Polar orbit
• Sun-synchronous – designed for long 
term repeatability of data
• Typically nadir viewing, crosses every 
point on Earth ~ 12-14 days near local 
solar noon/local midnight
• Landsat series collecting data since 1972
• Pointing capability, satellite constellations
Inclined Equatorial Orbit: ISS
• Sun-asynchronous – similar illumination 
3-4 days every 90 days
• Nadir to highly oblique imagery possible 
from hand-held cameras, WORF, external 
sensors
• Provides opportunity to collect unique 
datasets for scientific study, disaster 
response
• Data is complementary to polar-orbiting 
satellite data
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SAGE III (2017      )
MUSES Platform  (2017      ) 
NREP Platform (2017      )
ECOSTRESS (2018-2020)
GEDI LIDAR (2018-2020)
OCO-3 (2019-2021)
HISUI (2019-2024)
HDTV (2017-2024)
ASIM (2017-2021)
HDEV (2014-2019)
BARTOLOMEO Platform (2019        )
EarthKAM (2001      )
METEOR (2016-2018)
CEO (2000      )
LIS (2017 - 2019)
CLARREO (2020-2023)
Information as of August 2017 – subject to change
TSIS (2017 - 2022)Earth
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Sensor: Crew Earth Observations (CEO)
Location: internal, Station windows
Sponsor/Funding: ISSP; “task-listed” activity
Prime Mission: collection of Earth imagery in support of 
disaster response, and dynamic events with other ISS 
sensor systems. Also supports  education/outreach and 
focused short-term science objectives.
ISS Timeframe: 2000-2024
Principal Investigator: William L. Stefanov, JSC
Pointing capability: variable, dependent on window and lens
Geometric resolution: variable, depends on lens
< 3 m/pixel with 1000 mm lens to > 30 m/pixel with 110 mm
and shorter lenses
Spectral sensitivity: visible RGB, poorly constrained 
Bandpasses (potential for NIR imagery using modified 
camera)
Scene Size: variable, depends on lens, ISS altitude
Data take to availability time: ~ 24 hours for full resolution 
data, may be possible to expedite; full georeferencing adds
24+ hrs depending on # of frames and difficulty
Data availability: Public; http://eol.jsc.nasa.gov
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Description of crew training
ISS049 ISS050 ISS051 ISS052 ISS053 ISS054
Images received 29,007 28,411 27,090 48,558 431,526 47,721
Priority 1 images 
cataloged
3.90% 4.49% 4.35% 5.94% 7.92% 7.70%
No. of requested target 
list sites
38 60 40 48 78 38
No. of photos taken 
during requested times
16,159 17,006 17,528 18,982 23,772 24,440
Average frames per day 
for days where photos 
were taken
580 189 630 587 4,495 852
Targeting and crew response statistics up to I54
Website and image download statistics up to I54 Public cataloging statistics up to I54
Description of crew training
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External Research and Education 
Description of crew training
Internal Reseach
Quantifying Change with Astronaut Photography using Geographic-Object-Based Image Analysis
ISS Astronaut Photograph Mosaic of Houston 
metro area, 2014 (Jagge and Hollier, 2017)
Change Tr jectory Map of Houston metro area, 
1985 - 2014 (Jagge and Hollier, 2017)
Land Use/Land C ver Classific tion of Houston 
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Still Camera ISS Laptop TDRSS
White Sands MCC-H Johnson Space Center
Imagery Processing Facility
(NASA ID assigned)
Earth Science and
Remote Sensing Unit
(Image cataloging
and georeferencing)
Still Imagery Downlink
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http://issearthserv.jsc.nasa.gov
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GeoCam Space System – late 2018
GeoSens Hardware
 Pointing Calibration Targets mounted in cupola
 Ideally, semi-permanent mounting to avoid recurring 
setup time
 During photography, ensure some calibration target is 
occasionally in view of secondary camera 
 (Example: In view for at least 1 second every 5 minutes)
 Given proper target placement, this may happen without 
explicit astronaut attention
 Sensor package can use an audible tone to indicate 
rare cases when astronaut attention is needed
 Trade-off: More targets vs. higher chance calibration 
activity is needed
POINTING 
CALIBRATION 
TARGET IN ISS 
INTERIOR
LG Nexus 5
SECONDARY 
CAMERA 
(left and 
bottom-
facing)
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NASA Earth Observatory – https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov
Gateway to Astronaut Photography of Earth - https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov Earth Science and Remote Sensing Unit – https://esrs.jsc.nasa.gov
NASA Google Earth Layer
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NASA ISS Disaster Charter Response (CEO)
Since late April/early May 2012, ISS has received 236 IDC activations; data collected for 
63 events and delivered to USGS (ISSAC, CEO, HICO, ISERV)
IDC activation 
information 
received from 
USGS or other 
sources
Initial notification 
sent to NASA ISS 
sensor teams
Targeting “nugget” 
produced, and sent 
to NASA ISS sensor 
teams
ISS orbit track 
predictions (24 hr) 
reviewed for IDC target 
opportunities 
No official target 
called out, but 
crew notified of 
IDC event
IDC target time of orbit track 
intersection and ground 
position sent to crew; if data 
acquired, placed in “IDC” 
folder for immediate downlink 
Downlinked data 
reviewed for QA/QC; 
GeoCam Space system 
used for full geolocation
Data delivered to USGS 
for posting on Hazards 
Data Distribution 
System;
Event collection added 
to GAPE and NASA 
Disaster Program site
No
Yes
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Tropical Storm Harvey  - August 26-28 
2017; 30-61 inches of rain in Houston
metro area
Over $180 billion USD in damage; 89 
reported fatalities, tens of thousands
effected and/or displaced 
Astronaut photographs collected following 
IDC activation; fully georeferenced and 
delivered to USGS
Warming climate allows for
more water to be held in the
atmosphere – leading to greater
occurrence of high precip events
Source: http://ww4.hdnux.com/photos/65/36/26/14017927/3/920x920.jpg
ISS052-E-78913: 
August 31, 2017
95mm lens
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California wildfires
December 7, 2017
• Expansion of urban and 
suburban development increases 
brush fire hazard (southwest USA)
• Dryer and warmer climate
predictions for southwest
USA might result in more
brush fires – at least initially
ISS053-E-318235
Source: http://www.cnn.com/2017/12/18/us/california-fires/index.html
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GEOBIA slide from Amy/Andi
Summary
o Astronaut photography online database includes images from 1961 to present (variable spatial and 
temporal density): https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov
o Entire database searchable using a variety of keyword and graphical search interfaces; images 
free for download and use with crediting back to NASA
o Both science and education Principal Investigator requests accepted (with acknowledgement of 
caveats on crew imaging)
o Images are primarily visible RGB of low spectral quality but high spatial quality, amenable to 
advanced analysis techniques such as Object Based Image Analysis and Neural 
Networks/Machine Learning
o Currently prime USOS responder to International Disaster Charter and NASA Disaster Program 
events
o New automated to semi-automated georeferencing system on schedule for delivery to ISS in late 
2018
o Strong social media presence and coordination with NASA HQ, GSFC, and ISSP PAO teams
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ISS042-E-24903: Sunrise over Indian Ocean
Questions or Comments?
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